www.kvernelandgroup.com

CTC MODELS are designed for one-pass
seedbed preparation and are the ultimate
residue management tool. Leafspring autoreset shanks are heat treated tubular steel
allowing them to flex laterally up to 8” in
each direction.

Narrow transport width

Uniform depth control

Unique depth control system maintains
consistent depth so “sour” soil is not brought
into the seedbed zone. Working widths of
12’1”, 16’5”, and 19’9”

KNOCK-ON SYSTEM
Fast and easy changing of points and shares. Change points in minutes
with a hammer and the special wedge tool designed
specifically for the knock on system.
The system is based on a holder
and a share locking together
when struck with a hammer and
wedge tool.
High quality
steel provides
high pressure,
locking the
share to the
holder.

CLC PRO PLUS 350 3 Point Hitch
models are for lower horsepower tractors
with the same features and performance as
the CTC.
THE QUALIDISC offers optimum soil and residue incorporation. Utilizing two rows
of oversized disc blades mounted on a heavy frame, the Qualidisc can be equipped
with several types of rollers depending on soil conditions. Independently mounted
discs with a fixed cutting angle are protected with a special rubber shock design that
allows movement both vertically and laterally. 3 point hitch models are close coupled
to allow operation with lower horsepower tractors.

 Allows high speed, even, stubble cutting
and incorporation in all conditions
 Individually mounted, heat treated 22”
discs, at a fixed angle
 Discs are mounted with rubber shock
absorbers, hubs feature maintenance
free fully protected double ball bearings
 Full adjustability to maintain cutting
quality as discs wear

 Coil tine harrow followed by Actiring or
Actipack roller

 Available as a 3-point in 9’ 8”, 11’ 3”, 13’
2”, 16’ 5” and 19’ 9” widths or pull type in
13’ 2”, 16’ 5”, 19’ 9” and 23’ widths
 2 year warranty

World plowing champions for conventional and reversible plows.
Kverneland’s reputation for the best plows is well earned.

Power harrows for ultimate seedbed
preparation. Models from 10’ to 20’.

Distributed by:

Complete range of standard and rollover plows.

www.cummingsandbricker.com
support@cummingsandbricker.com

Call us or contact your local dealer for additional information.
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www.monroetufline.com

Tufline carries a full line of agriculture equipment to cover every tillage need. From small horsepower tractors up to 200+
horsepower models, the agricultural line offers tandem lift and wheel disc harrows, as well as offset lift and wheel disc
harrows for producing seed beds in all types of conditions. A line of specialty equipment ranges from disc plows, v-plows,
and subsoilers for deep tillage applications, to row disc and pasture renovators for more specific uses.

TRACTOR MOUNT DISC HARROWS

PULL TYPE DISCS

Three point disc models to fit tractors from 12-100
horsepower. The heavy duty disc range from 4’ up to 10’ 6”
cutting widths.

Pull type discs fit tractors from 35-160 horsepower. Discs are
built with heavy duty main frames designed for rugged
conditions and offer a full range of options from varied blades
and spacing to heavy scrapers and shock flex hangers.

TANDEM DISC HARROWS

OFFSET DISC HARROWS

The tandem disc offers a full range of options for different
horsepower tractors and applications. Each is manufactured
with heavy duty mainframes designed for rugged conditions
and are customizable with different blade sizes and spacings
to scrapers and outrigger kits.

The offset lift disc harrows combine quality manufacturing
and flexible options to match almost any horsepower tractor
and deep tillage requirement. Adjustable gang angles allow
the unit to loosen and lift the soil they cut.

Specialty Equipment

HEAVY DUTY SUBSOILERS designed
for 30 to 130 horsepower tractors. One
and two shank models are mounted on a
7” x 5” tube frame and come with 24” or
28” shanks. The three shank models are
mounted on a 7” x 5” and 3” square tube
frame and come with 24”, 28” or 32”
shanks.

Distributed by:

V PLOWS are designed for 60 to 200
horsepower tractors. They mount with a
three point hitch with Category 2 and 3
lift pins standard with Category 3 Quick
Hitch optional. The mainframe is
constructed of 7” x 5” tube and come
with 28” or 32” x 1 1/4” shanks with heat
treated points.

ROW DISC BEDDERS are
specifically designed for high
residue bedding operations
where raised beds at different
widths are needed. Tufline’s
Row Disc are fully adjustable to
your needs and create a
consistent bed for planting.

www.cummingsandbricker.com
support@cummingsandbricker.com

Call us or contact your local dealer for additional information.
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COMPACT DISC HARROW
Designed for optimum soil and residue incorporation the
compact disc harrow is a universal tool capable of
cultivation depths from 2” to 6”. Used after harvest or
before planting the harrow doesn’t just cover the remaining
vegetation but perfectly mulches it with the top layer of soil.
Available as 3 point hitch (9’ 10”, 14’ 10” or 19’ 9” widths) or
pull type (14’ 10” or 19’ 9” widths).

SOIL TYPES/FIELD CONDITIONS
It may be used on all types of soils including those with
stones thanks to the rubber shock system. The harrow
helps open and mix the soil while the packer packs and
compresses the soil. Due to the resistance to clogging the
harrow is well suited for the cultivation of tall stubble.

WORKING DEPTH
The working depth of the harrow discs may be adjusted using
the tractor's 3 point hitch or the mechanical or hydraulic shaft
adjustment mechanism.

Available up to 26’ wide
PACKER ROLLER: A heavier
roller good for crushing clods and
firm soil compaction.
PIPE ROLLER: For light to
medium soil and dry working
conditions.
RUBBER RING ROLLER: Ideal
for variable soils. Doesn’t sink in
light soils
DD HEAVY ROLLER: Excellent
roller for heavy, rocky soils with
high organic content.

Folding Trailed

3 point hitch

Operating Width
Number of Discs
Diameter of Discs
Number of Tines
Max Depth
Operating Speed
Productivity
Power Requirements

U740

U71045/T

U71060/T

9’ 10”
24
22”
24
6”
5-9 mph
7-12 acres/hr
100-140 HP

14’ 10”
36
22”
36
6”
5-9 mph
10-16 acres/hr
180-270 HP

19’ 9”
48
22”
48
6”
5-9 mph
12-20 acres/hr
200-320 HP

www.ab-eagleline.com

ATTACHMENTS

A&B Eagle Line: 3 point hitch attachments for compact tractors.
3 point hitch disc
harrows from 4’4’
to 11’4” working
widths. 258# to
1600# weight.
One, two, and three bottom
plows in 12”, 14”, or
16” bottoms with shear

6 and 7 shank pasture
renovators.

Distributed by:

High clearance row
crop cultivator.

www.cummingsandbricker.com
support@cummingsandbricker.com

Call us or contact your local dealer for additional information.
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www.delmorino.it

ROTOTILLERS

FLASH MODELS in 33”, 41” and 49” widths for
12-24HP tractors with a center gearbox design.
 Adjustable cat 1 3 point hitch
 Oil bath gear drive central transmission w/shear bolt
protection
 4 blades per flange
 Adjustable skids

HRA MODELS in 89” and 98”
widths for 50-95HP tractors.
 Adjustable Cat 2 three point hitch.
 6 blades per flange
 Adjustable skids

URT MODELS up to 75”, 80”, and 87” width available for 15-50HP tractors and a heavy duty chain drive. 2 year warranty.

www.kodiakmfg.com

ATTACHMENTS
*Kodiak not sold by C&B in Ohio

Gear Driven Rototillers available in 4’, 5’
and 6’.


Powder Coat Finish



Extended Torque Tube for Added Structural Integrity



Adjustable rear deflector shield controls dirt
for smooth finish



Rugged Gear Drive Transmission



Slip Clutch is Standard



Category 1 Quick Hitch



Long Life Hard Carbon Steel Tines



Replaceable Skid Shoes

Distributed by:

www.cummingsandbricker.com
support@cummingsandbricker.com

Call us or contact your local dealer for additional information.
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www.knowlesmfgco.com

SPRING TOOTH HARROWS
Pull type, and combination 3 point and pull type spring tooth harrows working widths from 6’ to 38’.

www.maybridgeharrows.com

CHAIN HARROWS
Versatile chain harrows made of 1060 Hi-Carbon 5/8” diameter steel for long life. 3” teeth on both sides. Self cleaning due
to the unique tooth arrangement and framework.










Distributed by:

Prepare seedbeds
Cover seed
Incorporate herbicides
Spreading manure
Horse track grooming
Landscaping
Hay and pasture renovation
Models from 4’4” to 26’.

www.cummingsandbricker.com
support@cummingsandbricker.com

Call us or contact your local dealer for additional information.
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